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145th Street: Short Stories 2001-11-13
an ala yalsa best book for young adults new bonus content q a with walter dean myers teaser chapter from on a clear day excerpt from hoops the first week of his senior year everything changed that s when mack met kitty
she hadn t finished the sonnet she wrote for him but she had finished mack from that minute on he was stupid in love that s just kitty and mack but everybody on the block has a story to tell a salty wrenchingly honest
collection of stories set on one block of 145th street we get to know the oldest resident the cop on the beat fine peaches and her girl squeezie monkeyman and benny a fighter on the way to a knockout we meet angela who
starts having prophetic dreams after her father is killed and big joe who wants a bang up funeral while he s still around to enjoy it some of these stories are private and some are the ones behind the headlines in each one
characters jump off the page and pull readers right into the mix on 1 4 5

Out on Main Street & Other Stories 1993
award winning author of cereus blooms at night shani mootoo writes with uncommon sensitivy and brash humour exploring gender roles family ties and cultural diversity

Stelfox Street 2011-11-08
walk down a street in a small town of suburban america and the stories in stelfox street could be about any of the people living in the homes you pass the characters in this book could be your neighbors coping with the
common elements of everyday living they worry about familiar issues safety jobs their children the future as well asstruggling with the life altering concerns of loneliness aging and death some of these stories are written with
humor some with irony but what will be clear to the reader is how much the author cares for her characters all of whom she treats with empathy and compassion

The Golden Key and Other Short Stories 2015-01-22
with just the right flourish of his pen author james street takes his readers for a walk in the footsteps of the men and women who populated the small towns and piney woods of his beloved home state mississippi street turns
his singular experiences into moving and thought provoking universal truths seeing beyond tarnished exteriors to the treasures within the enduring legacy of selflessness the making of champions and the capacity of all no
matter what age no matter how humble to find and lose love each story is introduced by a note from the author gems of thought and background information that further enhance the timeless contents of this collection these
short stories were originally published in such magazines as saturday evening post good housekeeping and the american magazine this collection includes the original short stories the biscuit eater and weep no more my lady
which were later expanded into two of mr street s most famous and well loved books included the golden key in full glory reflected the old gordon place weep no more my lady please come home my lady buck and fo bits the
crusaders pud n and tayme they know how the road to gettysburg all out with sherman set the wild echoes flying the biscuit eater the house

The View from Endless Street 2014
with this collection of short stories set in the south of england and beyond rebecca lloyd explores relationships and the brave or foolish things they can make people do these stories about murder and ghosts delusion and
desperation obsession and arson show readers a sometimes sweet sometimes macabre vision of humanity rebecca lloyd channels roald dahl s wit and flair for the unexpected in this collection that will appeal to the quirky side
of the literary reader

The T-Street Woods and Other Short Stories 2007-01-01
this book offers a number of short stories describing the author s experiences while growing up as a brick mason s son in numerous neighborhoods beginning in clarksburg wv and continuing in washington dc the experiences
he describes are based on actual events various individuals typical of the times and characteristics of the age groups involved the reader just might recognize a similar childhood friend or character in one or more of the stories
or perhaps suspect that it really is that person you knew so long ago
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Broad Street 2019-04-30
ten short stories that are quick easy reads that will allow the reader to escape his surroundings for a moment in time as music can take the listener away from his troubles so can broad street a short story nine other short
stories of life give the book some time and it will give back with humor and excitement as it leaves the reader waiting for the next round of stories by david ray nichols

Street Noir a Short Story 2020-06-13
a short story portraying a search for meaning in a modern world the story follows the life of two young persons on their first week together on street noir street noir being the one street in an otherwise large city where free
thinkers and a motley crowd can live and congregate street noir is a street in danger of being gentrified and the searchers who live there are in danger of losing themselves in the eternal search for meaning in an otherwise
nebulous and unforgiving universe

America Street 1993-09-01
fourteen stories by american authors from diverse racial and cultural backgrounds including duane big eagle nicholasa mohr lensey namioka and robert cormier

The Garden Street Apartments 2019-08-14
a collection of the author s first publications from 2014 to 2017

The Street 1977
固くなったパンばかり買っていく貧しい画家に 淡い恋心を抱くパン屋の女主人のちょっとした親切心が 予想もしない結果を招く 善女のパン 都会に出て弁護士として成功し 上流社会の仲間入りを果たした男が 故郷に帰って知った本当の自分の姿を描く 都会の敗北 ほかに 心と手 愛の使者 うしなわれた混合酒 アラカルトの春 の全6篇を収録した オー ヘンリーの名作選

ベスト・オブ・オー・ヘンリー 2005-07
the collected fiction of one of the most original imaginations in modern europe cynthia ozick bruno schulz s untimely death at the hands of a nazi stands as one of the great losses to modern literature during his lifetime his
work found little critical regard but word of his remarkable talents gradually won him an international readership this volume brings together his complete fiction including three short stories and his final surviving work
sanatorium under the sign of the hourglass illustrated with schulz s original drawings this edition beautifully showcases the distinctive surrealist vision of one of the twentieth century s most gifted and influential writers for
more than seventy years penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the english speaking world with more than 1 700 titles penguin classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history
and across genres and disciplines readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors as well as up to date translations by award
winning translators

The Street of Crocodiles and Other Stories 2008-03-25
charlie visits the past memories in his mind as he looks at today and has thoughts of yesterday putting them into short stories as he recalls for those who have not been a part of the pre world war two generation this will take
you into the small t

Main Street, Past & Present 2012-03-29
許されざる密かな愛に溺れるヴィクトリア朝の詩人たちは しだいに周囲の人間を不幸に巻き込んでゆく 一方調査を続ける現代の学者たち二人は 1世紀も昔の情熱的なカップルの関係をなぞり お互いの気持ちを確かめ合う 19世紀と20世紀の男女の複雑な愛の形を描く激しい愛憎のドラマ 2組の四角関係の結末は 秘められた手書きのラブレターの中に ブッカー賞受賞作
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抱擁 2003-01-01
taken from a writing career which spans 30 years this is a collection of alan sillitoe s own favorites among his stories focusing on the ordinary people whom he grew up with mostly set in his native nottingham these stories are
about individuals who live and suffer on the far side of the street scenes from the life of margaret guzman go home and the ragman s daughter are just a few of his chosen selection from a career which began with his first
published work saturday night and sunday morning

It Happened on Rush Street 1971-01-01
some parts of sunny florida can be downright chilling a haunting historical tour with photos included does the restless ghost of a murder victim haunt a gulfport home does a doomed pirate search for his lost treasure at john s
pass are sea captains and civil war soldiers still combing the area years after their deaths with wit and style the queen of haunts deborah frethem calls upon years of experience as the general manager and guide of tampa bay
ghost tours to present legends of sinister deeds and whispers of the past from florida s haunted peninsula

The Far Side of the Street 1988
these are street tales around the clock life and death stories that states you in the face there are no second chances the streets play for keeps many learn the hard way that the streets are undefeated

Ghost Stories of St. Petersburg, Clearwater and Pinellas County 2007-11-15
in her debut collection of short stories lindiwe nkutha takes us through the minds of people you may overlook on an ordinary day the wayward neighbour you vaguely remember seeing every day as a child until the day he
vanished the face you see every weekend at the local drinking hole you exchange a polite nod but know little about not even her name the young woman who is caught between her faith and her love for a woman their lives
are untidy tainted with the pain joy and violence as they share with us stories they wouldn t share with anyone else nkutha s words weave in and around the weights we drag behind us from one place to another with a
sensitivity and wit required for such vulnerabilities and intimate moments

Street Tales 2019-08-20
across the street from the ordinary is a collection of new short fiction following the work in two previous collections miss america and other stories marion boyars and rain after midnight pelekinesis these stories share
innovative different perspectives on narration and the story teller there is a wide rich variety here stories centered in the uniqueness of both urban and small town landscapes and characters stories of setting out travel origins
legends discoveries and something borrowed from the haiku tradition stories of the moment the instant the flash of recognition

69 Jerusalem Street 2021-02-22
st mawr and other stories is newly edited from lawrence s original manuscripts and typescripts

Across the Street from the Ordinary 2020
in this fifth and final novel of the dabney family saga the reader is introduced to the last of the gallant dabney clan passionate and restless mingo dabney falls in love with rafaela galban a beautiful cuban girl who was to her
people what joan of arc had been to the french but as mingo rode his white horse from lebanon on a frosty night in 1895 to follow rafaela to cuba it was the woman herself he sought to win little did he dream that he would
never see his home again or that his quest for rafaela was about to plummet him into the midst of flaming revolt on spain s fortress island in the caribbean as the lines of mingo dabney s destiny crossed rafaela s they also ran
counter to colorful and unforgettable figures from cuban history general máximo gómez the old fox who armed a handful of peasants with machetes and the incredible antonio macéo whose mixed blood shaped him into a
strange and formidable leader a half consecrated fighter for liberty a half debauchee and rake in the pages of this robust and swaggering tale you will walk arm in arm with mingo dabney and antonio macéo as they recruit
their army of insurrectos under the eyes of the havana police you will follow the rebels through the vermin infested jungle as they fight their running battles with sagaldo s army of a quarter of a million men you will thrill to the
beat of native drums sounding the battle cry of the revolutionists venga mambi come on you dirt and die you will see drunken and disorderly scavengers discarded men without shoes or guns or horses transformed into heroes
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ready to follow el dabney the el dabney of a hundred miracles the tree cutter the fire maker the healer and ready to die for cuba you will live on an island aflame and as mingo dabney moves to a thunderous climax in 1896 you
will know that you have watched history being made

The Best American Short Stories ... and the Yearbook of the American Short Story 1951
few cities have undergone such a radical transformation over the last few decades as birmingham culturally and architecturally it has been in a state of perpetual flux and regeneration with new communities moving in then
out and iconic post war landmarks making way for brighter coloured 21st century flourishes much like the city itself the characters in the stories gathered here are often living through moments of profound change closing in
on a personal or societal turning point that carries as much threat as it does promise set against key moments of history from malcolm x s visit to smethwick in 1965 to the handsworth riots two decades later from the demise
of the city s manufacturing in the 70s and 80s to the on going tensions between communities in recent years these stories celebrate the cultural dynamism that makes this complex often divided second city far more than just
the sum of its parts

St Mawr and Other Stories 1983
for some the allure and power of the streets are elusive but yet a wonder to behold some engage in this lifestyle of self destructive criminal behavior knowing one day it might cost them their family freedom or something even
far more valuable their lives four times new york times besting selling author wahida clark is no stranger to the streets she served nine and a half years in federal prison the bronx s very own shannon holmes author of the
national best seller b more careful is no stranger to street lit or the streets he served five years himself together they handpicked a select group of authors each with his or her style and unique flavor of urban literature so take
a walk on the wild side with us through a hood near you into sticky situations where everything is not always what it seems for the characters in this book the money stakes are high and lives are up for grabs respect is earned
and power is taken in street tales you ll read stories of survival and redemption as well as tales of greed lies betrayal and street justice you will come face to face with life altering choices and circumstances beyond your
control what would you do in the same situation these are street tales around the clock life and death stare you in the face there are no second chances the streets play for keeps many learn the hard way that the streets are
undefeated authors of street tales an anthology shannon holmes wahida clark victor l martin sa id salaam reds johnson hood chronicles joe awsum and vance phillips

Snapshots on Hell Street 2000
imagine if going to school meant more than preparing kids for a test teaching a canned curriculum and training students for their future as workers what if school were also about cultivating students to be caring community
involved citizens and critical creative thinkers who love to read in caring hearts critical minds teacher author steven wolk shows teachers how to help students become better readers as well as better people i want my students
to be thinkers and have rich conversations regarding critical issues in the text and be able to formulate opinions regarding these issues says leslie rector a sixth grade teacher who collaborated with wolk on some of the units
featured in this book wolk demonstrates how to integrate inquiry learning exciting and contemporary literature and teaching for social responsibility across the curriculum he takes teachers step by step through the process of
designing an inquiry based literature unit and then provides five full units used in real middle grade classrooms featuring a remarkable range of recommended resources and hundreds of novels from across the literary genres
caring hearts critical minds gives teachers a blueprint for creating dynamic units with rigorous lessons about topics kids care about sfrom media and the environment to personal happiness and global poverty wolk shows
teachers how to find stimulating real world complex texts called for in the common core state standards and integrate them into literature units i know from experience that a great book changes the reader says karen tellez an
eighth grade teacher featured in the book for me books have helped me escape fall in love recover from heartbreak and have broken open my mind from the age of twelve i hope my students gain better reading
comprehension confidence as readers connections to the characters and events a curiosity for the world and tolerance for others caring hearts critical minds shows teachers how to turn these hopes and goals into reality

Mingo Dabney 2018-09-27
lions in the street is a compilation of poems short stories on education letters to the editor unfinished novels children stories and political and historical essays by the late james schneider the writings presented in this book are
a compilation on a wide range of topics with an underlying thread of a love for family and children a desire to improve the society in which we live and need to present an alternative point of view close to that of the common
man which has been all but ignored in the mainstream media

The Book of Birmingham 1923
the tombs and graves of the st louis cemeteries rise from the ground creating labyrinthine memorials aptly dubbed cities of the dead most are in even rows with quaint street names some are of crumbling brick and broken
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marble others are miniature mansions clad in decorative ironwork with angelic guardians grand or humble each is a relic of the story of new orleans politicians pirates mardi gras indian chiefs and one voodoo queen rest below
in an unprecedented inquiry author sally asher reveals the lives within the mysterious and majestic tombs of the st louis cemeteries

The Best British Short Stories of 1923 2019-08-20
that st louis thing is an american story of music race relations and baseball here is over 100 years of the city s famed musical development blues jazz and rock placed in the context of its civil rights movement and its political
and ecomomic power here too are the city s people brought alive from its foundation to the racial conflicts in ferguson in 2014 the panorama of the city presents an often overlooked gem music that goes far beyond famed
artists such as scott joplin miles davis and tina turner the city is also the scene of a historic civil rights movement that remained important from its early beginnings into the twenty first century and here too are the sounds of
the crack of the bat during a century long love affair with baseball

Street Tales 2023-10-10
includes the yearbook of the american short story 1978 1980

Caring Hearts and Critical Minds 2009-08-01
describes authors works and literary terms from all eras and all parts of the world

Lions in the Street 2015
these stories are told with the freshness and directness one has come to expect of michael anthony

Stories from the St. Louis Cemeteries of New Orleans 1922
five years in the making the edgeworks abbey archive represents harlan ellison s last word on his written legacy researched and edited by ellison s long time associate jason davis under the supervision of harlan and susan
ellison this collection assembles the preferred texts of each story and essay along with previously uncollected and unpublished material to create the definitive edition a feast of fear this the first of three books of fiction that
put to storytelling use all the bloody data ellison gathered running with a kid gang in brooklyn these are stories of juvenile delinquents bopping gangs switchblade street thugs whose direct lineal descendants roam the nights
in every major american city from new york to san francisco it s a book that first saw issue in 1958 when kid gangs ruled the stoops and sidewalks of every urban ghetto but ellison has updated the book to match the times
while it s true the gangs are back in pittsburgh and detroit washington d c and denver the author has drawn a shockingly obvious line from the punks of the fifties to the street criminals of the seventies this is a package of
paralyzing panic that reflects not only where we are today in terms of fear but where we came from how we got here crouched in our little rooms with triple locks on the doors this group of shockers comprise a feast of
contemporary violence guaranteed to chill you

The Best Short Stories of ... and the Yearbook of the American Short Story 2016-09-23
this carefully edited collection has been designed and formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices jack london 1876 1916 was an american novelist journalist and social activist his
amazing life experience also includes being an oyster pirate railroad hobo gold prospector sailor war correspondent and much more he wrote adventure novels sea tales stories of the gold rush tales of the south pacific and the
san francisco bay area most of which were based on or inspired by his own life experiences content the cruise of the dazzler a daughter of the snows the call of the wild the kempton wace letters the sea wolf the game white
fang before adam the iron heel martin eden burning daylight adventure the scarlet plague a son of the sun the abysmal brute the valley of the moon the mutiny of the elsinore the star rover the little lady of the big house jerry
of the islands michael brother of jerry hearts of three son of the wolf the god of his fathers children of the frost the faith of men tales of the fish patrol moon face love of life lost face south sea tales when god laughs the house
of pride other tales of hawaii smoke bellew the night born the strength of the strong the turtles of tasman the human drift the red one on the makaloa mat dutch courage uncollected stories the road the cruise of the snark john
barleycorn the people of the abyss theft daughters of the rich the acorn planter a wicked woman the birth mark the first poet scorn of woman revolution and other essays the war of the classes what socialism is what
communities lose by the competitive system through the rapids on the way to the klondike from dawson to the sea our adventures in tampico with funston s men the joy of small boat sailing husky wolf dog of the north the
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impossibility of war

That St. Louis Thing, Vol. 1: An American Story of Roots, Rhythm and Race 1926

Bible Stories for Children from St. Mark 1995

Best Short Stories 1973

Merriam-Webster's Encyclopedia of Literature 2022-02-12

Cricket in the Road 2023-12-22

The Deadly Streets 1938

The Works of Jack London: Novels, Short Stories, Poems, Plays, Memoirs & Essays

The Best Short Stories, 1938
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